
Enforcement 
Solutions 

Our suite of enforcement solutions provides you with the tools needed to ensure full control of your parking location. 
Cloud-born technology enables you to improve compliance, make data-driven decisions, and increase revenue, while 
monitoring your entire operation in real time.

Able to perform equally well in a single location or across a portfolio, our solutions adapt to support both manual and 
automatic enforcement models.

Custom configured to the needs of your site or across a portfolio of parking assets, our solutions can adapt to support 
any enforcement model and will always include cloud-based data collection and offline mode. All citations are logged 
in the cloud-based management system and reconciled with license plate databases so that violators can be promptly 
issued notices via mail. Choose from manual and automated enforcement options.

Configured for your needs 

FLASH Enforcement Solutions Benefits
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Increase your ROI with a fully-integrated 
FLASH parking solution 

Provide hands on verification with our 
manual enforcement solutions

Issue physical notices immediately or send 
out emails, text messages, and/or letter 
based notices

Fully integrated with multiple permit and 
payment options

Transform data into actionable business 
decisions

Analytics and reporting available 24/7

window-alt Increase labor efficiency with digital dashboards 
and business-critical analytics



Parking control in the palm of your hand
For more information request a demo at FLASHparking.com/request-a-demo/

A vehicle equipped with Genetec LPR cameras drives around 
the lot and scans license plates. Benefits of mobile LPR include:

Time zoning capabilities

Reduced labor costs

Ability to cover greater area/multiple lots

Ideal for doing regular inventorying or running 
time zones

An on-site staff member with a handheld device walks around the lot 
and either scans license plates or manually denotes the presence of 
tickets, hang tags, or stickers. The benefits of a handheld enforcement 
solution include:

Handheld

Most cost effective option

Ideal for smaller locations

Suitable for unique garage layouts

LPR cameras are stationed at each entry and exit point to capture 
license plate information and calculate the duration of the parking 
period. If upon exit, a vehicle has not made payment, a violation is 
automatically recorded in the system. Benefits of automatic, fixed LPR 
include:

Great for nesting areas

Ideal for high turnover location

Reduced labor and management costs

Minimal effort for end user

Manual Enforcement

Mobile License Plate 
Recognition (LPR)

Manual Enforcement

Fixed License Plate Recognition 
(LPR)

Automated Enforcement


